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Executive summary 
D6.1 – Description of project Data Collaboration Architecture and Common Information Model is the 
main output of Task 6.1 - Integration of data sources in a multiplatform Data Space to describe the data 
spaces made available to enable the data collaboration between DSO/TSO, existing data platforms 
owned by INTERPRETER partners and data provided by grid sensors or other measurements sources. 
Consequently, developed data spaces allow the integration of heterogenous data sources using a 
Common Information Model (CIM) that will ensure replicability and future exploitation of INTERPRETER 
solutions.  

The first step, the development of INTEPRETER CIM was performed using a public and common 
approach and align it with the requirements resulting from WP2, to ensure a coherent gathering, 
storage, and readiness of the information required to properly address the Smart Grid challenges 
covered by the project. The second step was performed by integrating also relevant inputs from CIM’s 
developed by external parties – mainly represented by past and current running EU projects – using a 
collaboration approach.  

Both steps have led to the integration of additional capabilities for INTERPRETER collaboration 
architecture and the evolution of FUSE platform into the INTERPRETER platform that uses a hybrid 
approach (common/specific) to cover all data requirements of the software modules that integrate the 
INTERPRETER solution. 

Consequently, INTERPRETER CIM is fully capable to manage the required semantic interoperability that 
enables the connection for collaboration between the internal data models (INTERPRETER platform), 
external data providers and data requirements of each INTERPRETER application.  

Finally, the CIM integrated in the collaboration architecture empowers the development of the adaptors 
required for data sources, explained in D6.2, and those required to provide data to the software 
modules, detailed in D6.3. storage capabilities and the access to the distributed storage systems. 
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Abbreviation Full name 
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JSON JavaScript Object Notation 
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PMP Project Management Plan 

REST Representational State Transfer 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The objective of the present deliverable is to specify the project data collaboration architecture and 
common information model (CIM). For the preparation of INTEPRETER´s CIM, a standardized approach 
was aligned with WP2 requirements to provide a coherent model to ensure a coherent gathering, 
storage, and readiness of the data used to address the Smart Grid challenges covered by the project. 
This version was validated and enhanced with the collaboration of external parties that provided 
relevant inputs from their CIM’s – mainly represented by past and current running EU projects.  

Consequently, INTERPRETER’s collaboration architecture is the result of a smart grid focused evolution 
of the FUSE platform by integrating additional capabilities to provide an environment which allow the 
coexistence and high interoperability of INTERPRETER and existing platforms to cover all data 
requirements of the software modules that integrate the INTERPRETER solution. 

For the data collaboration architecture, the following key topics are addressed: 

- Methodology: it was specified in the D2.6 called “Description of the overall system 
architecture”. This document describes the application of the methodology 4+1 particularized 
in INTERPRETER. 

- Architecture: updates of the architecture during the project. 
- Data collaboration platform: this section describes the data collaboration architecture at 

technical level detailing tools like Rancher and Kubernetes. 
- Architecture adaptors: this section describes the adaptors required from the devices level to 

the service level (applications). 
- Common Information Model: this section describes the standards used in INTERPRETER and the 

more relevant entities and attributes considered in the Common Information Model. 

Therefore, this document also includes details regarding the following tasks: 

- Task 6.2: Development of communication links and connectors: this task addresses the 
development of the adaptors at devices and services level, but the definition details are 
collected in this document. 

- Task 6.3: Development of services in a multiplatform distributed environment: as in the 
previous task, the development of software components is addressed in this deliverable, but 
the analysis is collected in this deliverable. 

1.1 RELEVANCE WITH OTHER TASKS 
D6.1 – Description of project Data Collaboration Architecture and Common Information Model provides 
the data spaces required for the collaboration between the internal data models (INTERPRETER 
platform), external data providers and data requirements of each INTERPRETER application. Therefore, 
it is key for the development of the adaptors to access data sources in T6.2 - Development of 
communication links and connectors, performed in parallel with T6.1 - Integration of data sources in a 
multiplatform Data Space, which results are the current deliverable, and the adaptors to provide data 
to INTERPRETER software modules developed in T6.3 - Delivery of services in a multiplatform distributed 
environment. 

Furthermore, D6.1 is the result of inputs provided by WP2 - Project baseline and definition of use cases, 
WP3 - Tool for low-voltage grid modelling, WP4 - Software applications for efficient operation & 
maintenance of the grid, and WP5 - Software applications for an effective grid planning, all expressed 
as data requirements. And D6.1 provides the data spaces structure that enable the development of the 
adaptors in T6.3 - Delivery of services in a multiplatform distributed environment. 
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1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT 
In addition to the Executive Summary and the introduction sections, the deliverable has the following 
chapters: 

- Chapter 2 - INTERPRETER Data collaboration Architecture describes the methodology followed, 
details the INTERPRETER Architecture and the data sources analysed for the creation of the 
collaborative environment. 

- Chapter 3 - Common information Model describes the INTERPRETER CIM based on the 
alignment of in initial CIM provided by FUSE where relevant inputs from CIM’s developed by 
external parties where integrated. 

- Chapter 4 – Conclusions details the most relevant results related to the deliverable. 
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2 INTERPRETER DATA COLLABORATION ARCHITECTURE 

2.1 METHODOLOGY 
The document D2.6 describes the methodology selected for the implementation of the overall 
architecture. This is the architecture 4+1 [1] which consist of addressing the specification of the 
architecture throughout 4+1 view: logical, process, development, physical and scenarios view. 

Regarding the logical view, which is focused on the functionalities of the platform, these functionalities 
were identified as ten applications involved on the project. 

- Detection of non-technical losses. 
- Ancillary Services for DSO based on voltage balance and congestion 
- DSO/TSO interaction for ancillary services extensions 
- Development of predictive maintenance strategies for grid assets 
- Grid Control Optimisation and Self-Healing 
- Optimal reactive Power compensation 
- Planned phase balancing 
- Nodal capacity allocation 
- Dispersed Storage Units Location Optimization 
- Environmental and Economic Assessment 

The logical view addresses the implementation from the requirements of the applications. The 
integration of the applications on the platform is addressed in Task 6.3 called Delivery of Services in a 
multiplatform distributed environment. 

The integration of the services belongs to the process view of the methodology and deals with the 
communication and the interoperability. Also, the Data Collaboration platform is part of the process 
view, and it is described in detail in the section 2.4. 

The development is addressed in the Task 6.4 regarding to CI/CD[2]. 

The physical view is addressed in the Ingestion Adaptors because these gather the date from pilots and 
ingest them in INTERPRETER platform. 

The scenarios view deals with the uses cases which are described in the D2.4. 

2.2 FUSE 
ATOS FUSE is an open-source platform that enables the integration of devices at the edge by fully 
exploiting data available from local and distributed energy resources to build added value services for 
utilities companies & energy stakeholders.  

FUSE solution is composed by three main distinct parts: 

- Core functionalities (technical) are provided by FUSE ICT Platform Layer. 
- Energy service functionalities that group Advanced Energy Services and Functionalities. 
- Business Layer.  

More detailed aspects of FUSE platform have been written in INTERPRETER Deliverable D2.6, 
description of the overall system architecture. 
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2.3 ARCHITECTURE 
According to the D2.6, the INTERPRETER platform is based on ATOS FUSE framework that enables the 
integration of devices at the edge by fully exploiting data from local and distributed energy resources.  
The following figure shows the second iteration of the architecture design: 

 
FIGURE 1: ARCHITECTURE SECOND ITERATION. 

The main feature of this diagram is that considers Grid Modelling Tool as a traversal tool and can be 
considered at the same level as FUSE. This is the starting point for this deliverable. 

2.4 DATA COLLABORATION PLATFORM 

2.4.1 TECHNOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

This section includes the technologies that has been used for the developing the INTERPRETER platform. 

 

2.4.1.1 CODE REPOSITORY 

The code repository that it has been used has been Gitlab[3] because it is an open source tool that is 
constantly receiving new features. It is also hosted in a private repository, avoiding every security lack 
that have public repositories. Furthermore, some features useful for the project are the next ones: 

• Having role access level to give access to specific parts and actions. 

• Being a control system, as it is based on Git; to track every change and be able to rollback 
(Figure 2). 

• Being able to manage the code repository with a web interface and document it with 
Readmes. 

• Having a CI/CD[2] system so it can validate and deploy each deployment automatically. 

• Having an issue system to track the different tasks status, responsible, etc (Figure 3). 
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FIGURE 2: GITLAB PROJECT OVERVIEW. 

 

 
FIGURE 3: GITLAB ISSUE BOARD. 

2.4.1.2 DEPLOYMENT TECHNOLOGY 

For the deployment every application it has been used Docker[4] having a platform as a service 
structure. Docker is a virtualization software used for delivering software in packages called containers 
that can be deployed no matter the server. These containers are isolated one from other, and isolated 
from outside access by default, giving them an extra security layer, avoiding no authorize access by 
default. 

Having each service isolated, each service cannot access to the others, for instance an API Rest service 
cannot access to the database service. For solving this problem, docker has the possibility of having a 
container-orchestrator so it can be managed and solve every problem that isolation can make. The two 
most famous container- orchestrator are docker-compose[5] (created by docker) and Kubernetes[6] 
(created by Google), but it will only detail the second one because it is the one that has been used in 
the project. 
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Kubernetes is an open-source container-orchestrator created by Google that makes the use of docker 
containers easier. Kubernetes is configured with Clusters. A Cluster is instance of Kubernetes where is 
running docker, so it can run containerized applications. This clusters are divided in as many projects as 
the user wants, so they can have every deployment organize. The next level of aggrupation is the 
Namespace. Furthermore, the Namespace also allows to share data between containers inside it. The 
next and last level are the Pods. Each container must be running in a Pod, which are units that 
encapsules one or more container and share its volume, and a deployment that contains multiples 
replicas of the same service will bound to multiples Pods. In addition, each Pod has a unique IP address 
and a single DNS, so it can be configured the system in which is deployed in three different levels, having 
each level only access or call more easily from inside the same Cluster. With all these in mind, 
Kubernetes allows to do the next things with a YAML configuration file: 

• Manage different types of service discovery for accessing to the service from both, outside 
Kubernetes or/and from other namespaces. 

• Configure and Manage secrets, avoiding the exposition of them. 
• Automate restarts, rollouts, and rollbacks so when an instance is down it will try to kill and 

recover it. 
• Horizontally scale each service, to have multiples replicas of the same service and have the 

service always ready. Moreover, it allows to configure load-balancer to automatically manage 
the resources, distributing the task between replicas without overloading one. 

• Have the containers volume outside of the server, such as in an AWS instance, and managing it 
as it was inside the server. 

The last component to mention is Rancher. Rancher[7] is an open source platform that allows to manage 
and centralize Kubernetes clusters, so they can manage with a web interface and monitor the status of 
every cluster and deployment 

2.4.2  INTERPRETER CLUSTER 

Interpreter cluster (Figure 4) is hosted in a server based on 3 virtual machines with the specifications 
shown in the on the right.  

 

Interpreter Cluster specifications: 

 VM 1 VM 2 VM 3 

RAM 8 GiB 8 GiB 4 GiB 

Storage 64 GiB 64 GiB 64 GiB 

Cores 4 4 2 

Sockets 1 2 2 
 

FIGURE 4: INTERPRETER CLUSTER OVERVIEW (WITH SPECIFICATIONS). 

Interpreter cluster is composed by three projects. The first project is default project, which is created 
with the cluster. It only contains two deployments: Gitlab runner, to execute Gitlab jobs and enable the 
ci/cd to auto-deploy deployments; and NFS-pod-provider deployment to manage the volumes of every 
deployment, having them in an external machine. 

The second project is called system, and it contains every deployment needed by rancher and 
Kubernetes. Furthermore, it also contains Traefik [8] deployment, a reverse proxy used for accessing to 
every service configured with it from outside the cluster. 
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The las project, named interpreter-core, is the main project of the cluster. Inside it, it is deployed every 
deployment needed for interpreter exclusively. It is divided in the many namespace, so its namespace 
contains the deployments of the same nature.  

• Keycloak: Keycloak [9] is used in Interpreter as an identity and access manager for the hole 
platform, so the users, groups and access roles can be managed in a unique site. 

• Mongodb: Mongodb [10] is the relative database used for storing the interpreter CIM. It is 
deployed with a Web Interface for managing it but restricted to access to the database from 
outside the cluster. 

• Ingestion-API: Namespace for those API used for ingesting data from the pilots, which currently 
is composed by the generic API described in 0. 

• Service-API: Namespace for those API used for getting data from the services. 

2.5 ARCHITECTURE ADAPTORS 
The analysis of the adaptors produces the 3rd architecture diagram as follows: 

 

 
FIGURE 5: THIRD ARCHITECTURE ITERATION. 

This iteration shows the Grid Modelling tool as a traversal service a little upper than FUSE. The part of 
the Devices is related to the pilots: Belgian, Danish and Spanish Pilot, therefore, related to the raw data 
collected from pilots. 

CIRCE has the energy knowledge to harmonize the raw and specific information from the pilots to only 
one format, the Grid Modelling Tool Payload.  

At service level (applications), the proposal at this stage of the project is to provide REST interfaces 
considering two interfaces: 

- Power Factory [11] : “PowerFactory is a leading power system analysis software application for 
use in analysing generation, transmission, distribution and industrial systems. It covers the full 
range of functionality from standard features to highly sophisticated and advanced applications 
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including wind power, distributed generation, real-time simulation and performance 
monitoring for system testing and supervision. PowerFactory is easy to use, fully Windows 
compatible and combines reliable and flexible system modelling capabilities with state-of-the-
art algorithms and a unique database concept. Also, with its flexibility for scripting and 
interfacing, PowerFactory is perfectly suited to highly automated and integrated solutions in 
your business applications”. 

- Pandapower [12]: “pandapower combines the data analysis library pandas and the power flow 
solver PYPOWER to create an easy to use network calculation program aimed at automation of 
analysis and optimization in power systems”. 

2.5.1 INGESTION ADAPTORS MAPPING 

Ingestion adaptors refers to the adaptors in charge of collecting the information from the pilots and 
inserting it in the platform. In the 2nd iteration of the architecture, they are located at the devices level 
as follows shown in Figure 6.  

 
FIGURE 6: INGESTION ADAPTORS. 

At this stage, the analysis indicates that all the formats from the pilots can be translated to the Grid 
Modelling Tool (GMT) payload. 

 

2.5.1.1 CONVERSION BETWEEN BELGIUM PILOT AND GMT PAYLOAD 

Ores provided topology information of their pilot in Excel format, together with a map, illustrating the 
network (see Figure 7).  

Raw topology data from the Ores pilot has been provided in the company-specific format (“Ores 
Format”) and needs to be transformed into the GMT payload. This transformation is done employing 
Python script. 
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Technology tools involved in the process of converting original data into GMT payload: 

1. Excel: reception of original topology 
2. Python Script/DIgSILENT PowerFactory®:  

a. Modification of data formats and ingestion into DIgSILENT PowerFactory®. 
b. Extraction of model data into normalized XLSX and JSON format (GMT payload) 

3. Excel: Optional model output in XLSX format 
4. JSON: Final model output, to be introduced to the GMT 

 

Below, the Ores Format is being described briefly, and the mapping of the different entities is shown. 

 
FIGURE 7: ORES PILOT MV FEEDER TOPOLOGY. 

 

The Ores Format contains the following Excel tabs: 

• LV_Feeders: Information on existing LV lines (lengths, R, X, etc.) 
• LV-customers: Load information, including installed PV generation 
• Node – EAN: Confidential: Anonymization table for customers, assigning IDs 
• HV Cable charact: Information of MV lines between substations (lengths, R, X, etc.) 
• Transformer: Information of all transformers of the MV/LV network 
• Map: Map with pilot overview (see Figure 7) 

 

The following tables give some more insight into the information provided in each tab. In Table 1 
columns of tab “LV Feeder” are shown, where al LV lines are described. In Table 2 LV customers are 
identified. In Table 3 Customer IDs are defined (confidential). Table 4 contains all MV lines which 
connect the transformer stations (“substations”) of the pilot and finally, in Table 5, the 6 transformers 
of the pilot are described.  

A general mapping between Ores format and GMT Payload can be found in Annex 3. 

Figure 8 shows a schematic view of the pilot, as represented by DIgSILENT PowerFactory. Notice that 
only line lengths are given (no coordinates). 
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TABLE 1: ORES FORMAT – LV FEEDER. 

Columns Description 

Substation Substation ID, where the LV line belongs to (e.g. 46075, 46077) 

Feeder Feeder name (e.g. “AC”, “AD”, “AE”) 

Index start Index within one line, where a feeder (line section) starts (e.g. 0, 1, 2) 

Index end Index within one line, where a feeder (line section) ends (e.g. 2, 3A, 3B) 

Cable type Reference string for cable type  

R (ohm/km) Resistance 

X (ohm/km) Reactance 

Voltage Nominal LL voltage (230 or 400)  

Length (m) Length of the line section 

 
TABLE 2: ORES FORMAT – LV-CUSTOMERS. 

Columns Description 

Node LV Customer ID (see “Node - EAN) 

Substation ID of the transformer where the feeder is connected 

Feeder Feeder name (e.g. “AC”, “AD”, “AE”) 

Between: Index start Start index of feeder segment where the customer is connected (see LV Feeder) 

Index end End index of feeder segment where the customer is connected (see LV Feeder) 

Connection length (m) Length of the cable between feeder and final customer 

Grid length (m) Estimated distance (total cable length) from transformer to customer 

Production (kVA) Installed PV power (0 if no PV power is installed) 

 
TABLE 3: ORES FORMAT – NODE - EAN. 

Columns Description 

Reference Number Numeric identifier of the customer 

Assigned ID Customer ID used for the grid model (numbered 1 – 385) 
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TABLE 4: ORES FORMAT – HV CABLE CHARACT. 

Columns Description 

Substation  Transformer A where MV line is connected 

Substation Transformer B where MV line is connected 

U or A “Underground” or “Aerial” 

Nature Cable material (e.g. Aluminum) 

Cable Cable type reference (e.g. “PRC95”, “PPA95”, “PRC240”) 

Isolation Maximum voltage level (e.g. “8,7/15 kV”, “15 kV”) 

Cross Section e.g. “3*1*95”, “3*95” 

R Resistance (Ohm/km) 

X Reactance (Ohm/km) 

Cable Length Meters 

Voltage  Voltage level (e.g. “15 k”) 

 
TABLE 5: ORES FORMAT – TRANSFORMER. 

Columns Description 

Nom  (Substation) name (e.g. “EGLISE”, “VIVIER”, “TRIANGLE”, “CROLISSE”, “AYE VILLAGE”, 
“LOTISSEMENT TP”) 

Cabine Transformer/Substation ID (e.g. 46073, 46075, 46077, 46094, 46095, 46225) 

Rated Power (MVA) 0.16 or 0.25 

node HV No data 

node LV No data 

Voltage in HV (kV) 15 

Voltage in LV (KV) “0.4” or “0,4/0,23” 

Vector group “Dyn11” or “Dyn11a11” 

Phase shift (*30deg) No data 

R1 (p.u.) No data 

X1 (p.u.) No data 

No load losses (kW) No data 

No load current (%) No data 

Ucc (%) “4.2%” or “4,07% / 3,84%” 

Tap position No data 
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FIGURE 8: SCHEMATIC VIEW OF BELGIAN PILOT AS OBTAINED AFTER DATA CONVERSION (REPRESENTATION 

CREATED BY POWERFACTORY). 
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2.5.1.2 CONVERSION BETWEEN SPANISH PILOT AND GMT PAYLOAD 

Cuerva provides topology information of their pilot in Excel format. A data-base (DB) script extracts the 
information directly into the predefined INTERPRETER XLS format (GMT XLSX). This format can be 
directly mapped to GMT payload (JSON format).  

Optionally (for validation and testing), a Python script reads the XLSX file into DIgSILENT PowerFactory® 
and from there, another script exports into XLSX and JSON (GMY payload). 

 

Technology tools involved in the process of converting original data into GMT payload: 

1. DB query: DB script for extraction of topology data into INTERPRETER Excel format 
2. Python Script/DIgSILENT PowerFactory®:  

a. Ingestion of Excel data into DIgSILENT PowerFactory®. 
b. Extraction of model data into normalized XLSX and JSON format (GMT payload) 

3. Excel: Optional model output in GMT XLSX format 
4. JSON: Final model output, to be introduced to the GMT 

 

 
FIGURE 9: SPANISH PILOT AS IMPORTED INTO POWERFACTORY. 
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2.5.1.3 CONVERSION BETWEEN DANISH PILOT AND GMT PAYLOAD 

The Danish pilot is fundamentally different from the other two, as SYSLAB (Energy System Integration 
Lab) is a laboratory, where grid configuration can be tailored according to customer requirements. 

In this case, DTU provides the grid model in PandaPower JSON format, which needs to be transformed 
into the GMT payload. This transformation is done employing Python script. 

 

Technology tools involved in the process of converting original data into GMT payload: 

1. JSON: PandaPower format 
2. Python Script: Mapping from PandaPower to GMT payload 
3. JSON: Final model output, to be introduced to the GMT 

 

The PandaPower – GMT payload mapping is given in Annex 2 of this document. 

2.5.2 SERVICES ADAPTORS 

This section addresses the services communication level; therefore, this analysis refers to the process 
view or the methodology. The following figure shows the part of the third iteration of the architecture 
focused on the services level adaptors: 

 

 
FIGURE 10: SERVICES LEVEL ADAPTORS. 

 

The approach is to provide interfaces via Power Factory, and REST Pandapower depending on the 
application. The following table shows the mapping between the applications and the two adaptors for 
the service level: 
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TABLE 6: APPLICATIONS ADAPTORS MAPPING. 

INTERPRETER Services  Power Factory Pandapower 

Detection of non-technical losses X  

Ancillary services for DSO based on voltage balance and congestion  X 

DSO/TSO interaction for ancillary services extension  X 

Predictive maintenance strategies  X 

Grid Control Optimisation and Self-Healing  X 

Automated grid modelling  X 

Optimal reactive power compensation X  

Planned phase balancing X  

Nodal capacity allocation  X 

Dispersed storage unit location optimization  X 

Environmental and economic assessment  X 
 

The analysis in T6.4 provides more details for these developments. 

2.5.3 GRID MODELING TOOL ADAPTOR 

The Grid Modeling Tool Adaptor gets the grid models per pilot in CIM format and translate it to the Grid 
Modelling Tool Payload. The following figure shows this adaptor:  

 
FIGURE 11: GRID MODELING TOOL ADAPTOR. 

 

For the Grid Modelling Tool, two adaptors have been developed, as shown in Figure 11. The REST GMT 
Adaptor provides GMT payload format (JSON format used internally in the GMT and described in D3.5). 
It is based on a mapping between GMT Payload and INTERPRETER CIM, which will be developed in detail 
within the tasks T6.2 and T6.3. 

The second adaptor, called REST API JSON Generic, has been added to add more versality. This adaptor 
allows for exchanging any JSON-formatted data. For example, it can be employed in case the 
information is requested in the INTERPRETER CIM model (without the need of any translation).  
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2.5.4 REST GENERIC ADAPTOR 

Generic REST Adaptor is an adaptor that make a database (Mongodb database in this case) be accessible 
from outside but restricting the user access by the API itself instead of managing a database user role.  

The generic REST Adaptor used in Interpreter manages the role and user-based authentication and 
authorization with Keycloak. This communication is done by a Gatekeeper deployed with the REST Api, 
so it manages the access and returns a Forbidden error in case the token is no valid. As it can be seen 
in the Figure 12, the process of authenticate for using the API is the next one: 

1. Ask for the access token to the Keycloak token API, passing as body parameters the user and 
password. 

2. Send in every request for the generic API the access token as a bearer token header. 

 

 
FIGURE 12: GENERIC API & KEYCLOAK COMMUNICATION. 

2.5.5 REST ADAPTORS DOCUMENTATION GUIDELINES 

2.5.5.1 TECHNOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

For having a documented API, the technology used in Interpreter Platform is Swagger. Swagger[13] is 
an Interface Description Language for defining the functionality of a RESTful API based on JSON 
responses. It is an open-source software that allows to automatically document, and test the RESTful 
service, so it is updated while the RESTful API changes. 

2.5.5.2 DOCUMENTATION EXAMPLES 

As an example of Swagger documentation, it is deployed the documentation for Generic API1 available 
as far as the current credentials are provided and can be shown in the Figure 13. 
 
Furthermore, thanks to swagger documentation, it can test the API without any external tool, and 
having the parameters needed and the description of each request as it can be shown in the Figure 14 
for the request of getting the list of collections inside the database provided by parameter. 

 
  

 
1 Generic API Doc: https://generic-api.interpreter.fuse.ovh/apidocs/ 
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FIGURE 13: SWAGGER GENERIC API. 

 

 
FIGURE 14: SWAGGER GENERIC API GET COLLECTIONS EXAMPLE. 
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2.5.6 REST ADAPTORS TESTS 

2.5.6.1  TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

For testing the APIs, the most common technology used inside the Informatics Technologies world is 
Postman. Postman[14] is a software that allows to test every kind of Rest petitions (Get, Post, etc.) 
configuring request headers and body as it would be called by coding. Furthermore, it permits to 
create environment variables to manage multiple request parameters and automatically test request 
response and obtain data (such as access token) from them and update environment variables as can 
be shown in Figure 15. 
 

 
FIGURE 15: POSTMAN AUTOMATIC VARIABLE PICKER. 

 
2.5.6.2 TEST EXAMPLES 

It will be used the Generic API as an example of testing an API bias Postman. The first step is to create 
the environment variables for using them in every request, as can be shown in Figure 16. 

 

 
FIGURE 16: POSTAM ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES. 

 

Once the environment variables have been set, the next compulsory step is taking the token. For doing 
it, we will login in Keycloak and obtain the token. For achieving this, it must be specified the next things: 

• Set the request as POST. 
• Add the Keycloak URL. 
• Add the Keycloak client id and client secret as header variable called Authorization, encoding 

the data with base64 and using Basic strategy. 
• Fulfill the body tab with 3 parameters: username, password, and grant_type (with “password” 

value). 
• Fill the Test tab with the script to take the access_token and insert it into environment variables. 

With the access token saved in environment variables, it can be access to any services using as 
authentication form bearer token and using the environment variable “access_token” as it can be 
shown in Figure 17. The rest part of the configuration depends on the request.  
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FIGURE 17: POSTMAN USE ACCESS TOKEN 

3 COMMON INFORMATION MODEL 

3.1 INTRODUCTION  
The main objective of the WP6 is to create a common data space to integrate data sources and 
applications. For this purpose, semantic interoperability is required to allow the software components 
exchanging information among them, therefore a Common Information Model for INTERPRETER is 
required to be defined.  

There are two ways to elaborate a Common Information Model, one is to analyse the current standards 
and implement a model based on these standards and another one is to create it from scratch. The 
decision made in the project is based on the feedback of the ten applications and the Grid Modelling 
Tool. This decision is detailed in next section. 

The INTERPRETER CIM includes conceptual data model including semantic information, this is, 
information related to the relations between entities and the attributes that take part of each entity.  

3.2 INTERPRETER COMMON INFORMATION MODEL 
Based on the feedback of the ten applications integrated in INTERPETER, the Grid Modelling tool  and 
the datasets received from the pilots, we have determined that the most interesting standard to use in 
INTERPRETER CIM is the Common Grid Model Exchange (CGMES) [15] which is based on IEC CIM [16]. 

The purpose of the CGMES [17] is “to define the interface between ENTSO-E members’ software in 
order to exchange power system modelling information as required by the ENTSO-E and TSO business 
processes”.  

The CGMES is based on the following existing or potential standards: 

- IEC 61970-552: CIM XML Model Exchange Format. 
- IEC 61970-301: Common Information Model (CIM) Base 
- IEC 61970-302: Common Information Model (CIM) for Dynamics Specification 
- IEC 61970-452: CIM Static Transmission Network Model Profiles 
- IEC 61970-453: Diagram Layout Profile 
- IEC 61970-456: Solved Power System State Profiles 
- IEC 61970-457: Common Information Model (CIM) for Dynamics Profile 
- IEC 61968-4: Application integration at electric utilities – System interfaces for distribution 

management - Part 4: Interfaces for records and asset management 
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3.2.1 GRID TOPOLOGY MODEL 

The Grid Topology Model defines how to model the Grid of each Pilot in INTERPRETER. After analysing 
different datasets in the project, the main entities related to this model that will be considered are the 
following: (descriptions).  

TABLE 7: GRID TOPOLOGY ENTITIES 

Entities or Classes Short Description (extracted from CGMES [15]) 
ACLineSegment “A wire or combination of wires, with consistent electrical characteristics, 

building a single electrical system, used to carry alternating current 
between points in the power system.” 

BaseVoltage “Defines a system base voltage which is referenced. “ 
ConformLoad “ConformLoad represent loads that follow a daily load change pattern 

where the pattern can be used to scale the load with a system load.” 

ConformLoadGroup “Loads that do not follow a daily and seasonal load variation pattern.” 
ConnectivityNode “Connectivity nodes are points where terminals of AC conducting 

equipment are connected together with zero impedance.” 
CoordinateSystem “Coordinate reference system.” 
CurrentLimit “Operational limit on current.” 
ExternalNetworkInjection “This class represents external network and it is used for IEC 60909 

calculations.” 
GeographicalRegion “A geographical region of a power system network model.” 
LoadArea “The class is the root or first level in a hierarchical structure for grouping 

of loads for the purpose of load flow load scaling.” 
LoadResponseCharacteristic “Models the characteristic response of the load demand due to changes 

in system conditions such as voltage and frequency. This is not related to 
demand response. 
If LoadResponseCharacteristic.exponentModel is True, the voltage 
exponents are specified and used as to calculate: 
  Active power component = Pnominal * 
(Voltage/cim:BaseVoltage.nominalVoltage) ** 
cim:LoadResponseCharacteristic.pVoltageExponent 
  Reactive power component = Qnominal * 
(Voltage/cim:BaseVoltage.nominalVoltage)** 
cim:LoadResponseCharacteristic.qVoltageExponent” 
Where  * means “multiply” and ** is “raised to power of” 

Location “The place, scene, or point of something where someone or something 
has been, is, and/or will be at a given moment in time. It can be defined 
with one or more postition points (coordinates) in a given coordinate 
system.” 

OperationalLimitSet “A set of limits associated with equipment.  Sets of limits might apply to a 
specific temperature, or season for example. A set of limits may contain 
different severities of limit levels that would apply to the same 
equipment. The set may contain limits of different types such as apparent 
power and current limits or high and low voltage limits  that are logically 
applied together as a set.” 

OperationalLimitType “The operational meaning of a category of limits” 
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Entities or Classes Short Description (extracted from CGMES [15]) 
PositionPoint “Set of spatial coordinates that determine a point, defined in the 

coordinate system specified in ‘Location.CoordinateSystem’. Use a single 
position point instance to describe a point-oriented location. Use a 
sequence of position points to describe a line-oriented object (physical 
location of non-point oriented objects like cables or lines), or area of an 
object (like a substation or a geographical zone - in this case, have first 
and last position point with the same values).” 

PowerTransformer “An electrical device consisting of  two or more coupled windings, with or 
without a magnetic core, for introducing mutual coupling between 
electric circuits. Transformers can be used to control voltage and phase 
shift (active power flow). 
A power transformer may be composed of separate transformer tanks 
that need not be identical. 
A power transformer can be modelled with or without tanks and is 
intended for use in both balanced and unbalanced representations.   A 
power transformer typically has two terminals, but may have one 
(grounding), three or more terminals. 
The inherited association ConductingEquipment.BaseVoltage should not 
be used.  The association from TransformerEnd to BaseVoltage should be 
used instead.” 

PowerTransformerEnd “A PowerTransformerEnd is associated with each Terminal of a 
PowerTransformer. 
The impedance values r, r0, x, and x0 of a PowerTransformerEnd 
represents a star equivalent as follows 
1) for a two Terminal PowerTransformer the high voltage 
PowerTransformerEnd has non zero values on r, r0, x, and x0 while the 
low voltage PowerTransformerEnd has zero values for r, r0, x, and x0. 
2) for a three Terminal PowerTransformer the three 
PowerTransformerEnds represents a star equivalent with each leg in the 
star represented by r, r0, x, and x0 values. 
3) for a PowerTransformer with more than three Terminals the 
PowerTransformerEnd impedance values cannot be used. Instead use the 
TransformerMeshImpedance or split the transformer into multiple 
PowerTransformers.” 

RegulatingControl “Specifies a set of equipment that works together to control a power 
system quantity such as voltage or flow.  
Remote bus voltage control is possible by specifying the controlled 
terminal located at some place remote from the controlling equipment. 
In case multiple equipment, possibly of different types, control same 
terminal there must be only one RegulatingControl at that terminal. The 
most specific subtype of RegulatingControl shall be used in case such 
equipment participate in the control, e.g. TapChangerControl for tap 
changers. 
For flow control  load sign convention is used, i.e. positive sign means flow 
out from a TopologicalNode (bus) into the conducting equipment.” 

SubGeographicalRegion “A subset of a geographical region of a power system network model. 
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Entities or Classes Short Description (extracted from CGMES [15]) 
SubLoadArea “The class is the second level in a hierarchical structure for grouping of 

loads for the purpose of load flow load scaling.” 
Substation “A collection of equipment for purposes other than generation or 

utilization, through which electric energy in bulk is passed for the 
purposes of switching or modifying its characteristics. “ 

Terminal “An AC electrical connection point to a piece of conducting equipment. 
Terminals are connected at physical connection points called connectivity 
nodes.” 

TopologicalNode “For a detailed substation model, a topological node is a set of 
connectivity nodes that, in the current network state, are connected 
together through any type of closed switches, including  jumpers. 
Topological nodes change as the current network state changes (i.e., 
switches, breakers, etc. change state). 
For a planning model, switch statuses are not used to form topological 
nodes. Instead they are manually created or deleted in a model builder 
tool. Topological nodes maintained this way are also called ‘busses’”. 

VoltageLevel “A collection of equipment at one common system voltage forming a 
switchgear. The equipment typically consists of breakers, busbars, 
instrumentation, control, regulation and protection devices as well as 
assemblies of all these.” 

VoltageLimit “Operational limit applied to voltage.” 
 

 

The following table indicates the RDF file per Entity/Class of the CGMES ontology; 

 
TABLE 8: CGMES ONTOLOGY FILES 

Entities CGMES RDF file 

ACLineSegment EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

BaseVoltage EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

ConformLoad EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

ConformLoadGroup EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

ConnectivityNode EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

CoordinateSystem GeographicalLocationProfileRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
16Feb2016.rdf 

CurrentLimit EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

ExternalNetworkInjection EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

GeographicalRegion EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 
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Entities CGMES RDF file 

LoadArea EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

LoadResponseCharacteristi
c 

EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

Location EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

OperationalLimitSet EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

OperationalLimitType EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

PositionPoint GeographicalLocationProfileRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
16Feb2016.rdf 

PowerTransformer EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

PowerTransformerEnd EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

RegulatingControl EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

SubGeographicalRegion EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

SubLoadArea EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

Substation EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

Terminal EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

TopologicalNode StateVariablesProfileRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-16Feb2016.rdf 

VoltageLevel EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 

VoltageLimit EquipmentProfileCoreOperationRDFSAugmented-v2_4_15-
4Jul2016.rdf 
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The figure bellow shows the hierarchical relations focused on Terminal class: 

 

 
FIGURE 18: TERMINAL DIAGRAM 
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The following diagram is focused on the class Substation: 

 
FIGURE 19: SUBSTATION DIAGRAM 
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The following diagram is focused on the Operational Limits: 

 

 
FIGURE 20: OPERATIONAL LIMITS DIAGRAM 
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The following diagram corresponds to the more relevant classes related to Power Transformer 

 

 
FIGURE 21: POWER TRANSFORMER DIAGRAM 
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The following diagram describes the most relevant relations in the context of Conform Load. 

 

 
FIGURE 22: CONFORM LOAD DIAGRAM 
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The diagram bellow shows the more relevant classes associated to Load Area. 
 

 
FIGURE 23: LOAD AREA DIAGRAM 
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The following diagram describes Topological Node: 
 

 
FIGURE 24: TOPOLOGICAL NODE DIAGRAM 
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The following diagram shows the Position Point relevant relations 
 

 
FIGURE 25: POSITION POINT DIAGRAM 
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3.2.2 MEASUREMENTS MODEL 

The following diagram shows the Measurement entity with different types of Measurements like 
StringMeasurement, Analog, Discrete and Accumulator 
 

 

 
FIGURE 26: MEASUREMENTS 

 

The following diagram shows the association between Measurement to Terminal through 
ACDCTerminal. 

 
FIGURE 27: MEASUREMENT RELATION WITH TERMINAL 
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The following diagram relates Measurement, Measurement Value and Terminal: 

The diagram has been extracted from [15] highlighting the most relevant classes. 

 

 

 
FIGURE 28: CLASS DIAGRAM WITH MEASUREMENT, MEASUREMENT VALUE AND TERMINAL. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
At this stage of the project, the INTERPRETER Data Collaboration Architecture is deployed according to 
the technologies described in section 2 in order to provide the most flexible integration between devices 
from pilots, data space based on CIM and the ten services or applications. The connectivity from the 
devices to the data space is defined by using REST API, while the connectivity between the ten 
applications must be defined in the T6.3 taking into account the present document where two main 
possibilities are offered to the applications: integration via REST application and integration inside the 
platform by encapsulating certain parts of the applications via Docker. 

Regarding the Common Information Model, it is important to note that thanks to the knowledge of 
CIRCE in the energy field and the datasets provided by them, the main conclusion is that the 
INTERPRETER CIM must be based on the standards CGMES [15] which is also based on IEC CIM [18]. 
There are two main sub-models identified in the INTERPRETER CIM, the Grid Topology Model described 
in section 0 and the measurements sub-model focused on modelling the dynamic information regarding 
to measurements. 
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6 ANNEXES 

6.1 ANNEX 1: CIM JSON EXAMPLES 
The following files are JSON examples based on the INTERPRETER CIM: 
 
{ 
 "class":"http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#ACLineSegment", 
 "id": "_b5bf1afe-f976-4fbe-ab44-4d8a1fec2a66", 
 "ACLineSegment.bch": "0.", 
 "ACLineSegment.gch": "0.", 
 "ACLineSegment.r": "0.0102931", 
 "ACLineSegment.x": "0.00164603", 
 "ConductingEquipment.BaseVoltage": { 
  "refId": "_949072f9-9d3d-8708-2989-dfdcf449a935" 
 }, 
 "Conductor.lenght": "0.021947", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "LINE475", 
 "entsoe.IdentifiedObject.shortName":"LINE475"  
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#BaseVoltage", 
 "id": "_949072f9-9d3d-8708-2989-dfdcf449a935", 
 "BaseVoltage.nominalVoltage": 0.4,  
 "IdentifiedObject.description": "BaseVoltage 0.40 kV", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "0.40 kV", 
 "entsoe.IdentifiedObject.shortName": "0.40 kV"  
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#ConformLoad", 
 "id": "_4cacd27c-1469-4ed3-a51f-76657dd293e8", 
 "ConformLoad.ConformLoadGroup": { 
  "refId": "_10eb7f73-6331-a92e-08fd-33e05de0a44c" 
 }, 
 "EnergyConsumer.LoadResponseCharacteristic": { 
  "refId": "_791fa638-ad72-f06a-58a2-1ee112ce7f32" 
 }, 
 "Equipment.EquipmentContainer": { 
  "refId.VoltageLevel": "_49cec1b9-6f2e-67f4-d011-4a9030edbbf2" 
 }, 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "LOAD45", 
 "entsoe.Identified.name": "LOAD45" 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#ConformLoadGroup", 
 "id": "_10eb7f73-6331-a92e-08fd-33e05de0a44c", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "LOAD19", 
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 "LoadGroup.SubLoadArea": { 
  "refId": "_26768e3a-874a-5eae-9df8-a216c14141bd" 
 } 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#ConnectivityNode", 
 "id": "_a6c6cd6f-d6bd-4b26-8fca-778656410616", 
 "ConnectivityNode.ConnectivityNodeContainer": { 
  "refId.VoltageLevel": "_959b1adf-f835-41eb-8d11-b5d0457a2a45" 
 }, 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "800", 
 "entsoe.IdentifiedObject.shortName": "800" 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#CurrentLimit", 
 "id": "_eecaa59f-934b-7bdf-af2a-b202a8773b2f", 
 "CurrentLimit.value": "54.", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "patl for LINE734", 
 "OperationalLimit.OperationalLimitSet": { 
  "refId": "_4aaca2aa-a35c-9e10-bcb5-2ada71e41d21" 
 }, 
 "OperationalLimit.OperationalLimitType": { 
  "refId": "_9c43131e-4231-02f4-a8dc-6c21dd0cb967" 
 } 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#ExternalNetworkInjection", 
 "id": "_9a95d9d0-2a8e-4242-a236-890085017a3d", 
 "Equipment.EquipmentContainer": { 
  "refId.VoltageLevel": "_f4611538-4f4f-8fd0-7721-2e2abcb95717" 
 }, 
 "ExternalNetworkInjection.governorSCD": "0.", 
 "ExternalNetworkInjection.maxP": "100000.", 
 "ExternalNetworkInjection.maxQ": "9999.", 
 "ExternalNetworkInjection.minP": "0.", 
 "ExternalNetworkInjection.minQ": "-9999.", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "External Grid", 
 "RegulatingCondEq": { 
  "refId": "_56e2af03-dd61-5ece-3b73-fddc52670f2b" 
 } 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#GeographicalRegion", 
 "id": "_aeffc02b-2a9f-a026-2e83-7e88859f813e", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "European Test Feeder" 
} 
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{ 
 "class":"http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#LoadArea", 
 "id":"_fc325a02-8d28-9ce6-fca8-b65997415dd9", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name":"LOAD19" 
} 
 
{ 
 "class":"http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#LoadResponseCharacteristic", 
 "id":"_791fa638-ad72-f06a-58a2-1ee112ce7f32", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name":"Monofasica",  
 "entsoe.IdentifiedObject.shortName":"Monofasica", 
 "LoadResponseCharacteristic.exponentModel":true, 
 "LoadResponseCharacteristic.pVoltageExponent":"2.", 
 "LoadResponseCharacteristic.qVoltageExponent":"2." 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#OperationalLimitSet", 
 "id": "_4aaca2aa-a35c-9e10-bcb5-2ada71e41d21", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "Current rating for LINE734", 
 "OperationalLimitSet.Terminal": { 
  "refId": "_b8dc70e1-472e-7b4e-e089-1cf07aca5ae6" 
 } 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#OperationalLimitType", 
 "id": "_8b32536d-ad1a-cf07-9007-ac2b9a09a5f4", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "highVoltage", 
 "entsoe.limitType": 
"http://entsoe.eu/CIM/SchemaExtension/3/1#LimitTypeKind.highVoltage" 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#PowerTransformer", 
 "id": "_afc12750-3ef4-4891-8c53-6ea4325dfb0f", 
 "Equipment.EquipmentContainer": { 
  "refId.Substation": "_afc12750-3ef4-4891-8c53-6ea4325dfb0f" 
 }, 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "Trafo", 
 "entsoe.IdentifiedObject.shortName": "Trafo" 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#PowerTransformerEnd", 
 "id": "_307b8659-1d88-30c6-6f68-e6bb2e1b6b54", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "Trafo", 
 "PowerTransformerEnd.PowerTransformer": { 
  "refId": "_afc12750-3ef4-4891-8c53-6ea4325dfb0f" 
 }, 
 "PowerTransformerEnd.b": "0.", 
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 "PowerTransformerEnd.b0": "0.", 
 "PowerTransformerEnd.connectionKind": "http://iec.ch/TC57/2013/CIM-
schema-cim16#WindingConnection.D", 
 "PowerTransformerEnd.g": "0.", 
 "PowerTransformerEnd.g0": "0.", 
 "PowerTransformerEnd.phaseAngleClock": "0.", 
 "PowerTransformerEnd.r": "0.605", 
 "PowerTransformerEnd.r0": "0.", 
 "PowerTransformerEnd.rateS": "0.8", 
 "PowerTransformerEnd.rateU": "11.", 
 "PowerTransformerEnd.x": "6.01967", 
 "PowerTransformerEnd.x0": "4.5375", 
 "TransformerEnd.BaseVoltage": { 
  "refId": "_bf30da81-b6e6-e9e7-7dbb-458036507c02" 
 }, 
 "TransformerEnd.Terminal": { 
  "refId": "_9463377c-52a2-ca1f-e5bc-bf8184c6a929" 
 }, 
 "TransformerEnd.endNumber": 1, 
 "TransformerEnd.grounded": false 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#RegulatingControl", 
 "id": "_56e2af03-dd61-5ece-3b73-fddc52670f2b", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "External Grid", 
 "RegulatingControl.Terminal": { 
  "refId": "_dfee4b14-015f-237f-0c8c-40ca076e36e4" 
 }, 
 "RegulatingControl.mode": "http://iec.ch/TC57/2013/CIM-schema-
cim16#RegulatingControlModeKind.voltage" 
} 
 
{ 
 "class":"http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#SubGeographicalRegion", 
 "id":"_12a38caf-eb93-bab0-fc5d-55c169b3af27", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "896", 
 "SubGeographicalRegion.GeographicalRegion":{ 
  "refID":"_aeffc02b-2a9f-a026-2e83-7e88859f813e" 
 } 
} 
 
{ 
 "class":"http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#SubGeographicalRegion", 
 "id":"_12a38caf-eb93-bab0-fc5d-55c169b3af27", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "896", 
 "SubGeographicalRegion.GeographicalRegion":{ 
  "refID":"_aeffc02b-2a9f-a026-2e83-7e88859f813e" 
 } 
} 
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{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#SubLoadArea", 
 "id": "_26768e3a-874a-5eae-9df8-a216c14141bd", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "LOAD19", 
 "SubLoadArea.LoadArea": { 
  "refId": "_fc325a02-8d28-9ce6-fca8-b65997415dd9" 
 } 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#Substation", 
 "id":"_4890287f-f447-b1e7-3d9b-ab63dfdffe82", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "896", 
 "SubGeographicalRegion": { 
  "refId":"_12a38caf-eb93-bab0-fc5d-55c169b3af27" 
 } 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#Terminal", 
 "id": "_d86d9769-5be9-d52e-c1d9-95efdd19f957", 
 "ACDCTerminal.sequenceNumber": 2, 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "cb10_1380", 
 "entsoe.IdentifiedObject.shortName": "Cub_002", 
 "Terminal.ConductingEquipment": { 
  "refId.ACLineSegment": "_b5bf1afe-f976-4fbe-ab44-4d8a1fec2a66" 
 }, 
 "Terminal.ConnectivityNode": { 
  "refId": "_f6fa0e76-fd97-4939-87d6-d047c85b05d3" 
 }, 
 "Terminal.phases": "http://iec.ch/TC57/2013/CIM-schema-
cim16#PhaseCode.ABCN" 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#VoltageLevel", 
 "id": "_c69b4843-d12a-6b27-4a22-302892f0d0b5", 
 "VoltageLevel.BaseVoltage": { 
  "refId": "_949072f9-9d3d-8708-2989-dfdcf449a935" 
 }, 
 "VoltageLevel.Substation": { 
  "refId": "_4890287f-f447-b1e7-3d9b-ab63dfdffe82" 
 } 
} 
 
{ 
 "class": "http://www.iec.ch/TC57/CIM#VoltageLimit", 
 "id": "_887536e2-ccc6-e5d8-228c-21da673b9c5f", 
 "VoltageLimit.value": "0.44", 
 "IdentifiedObject.name": "high limit for 572", 
 "OperationalLimit.OperationalLimitSet": { 
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  "refId": "_5db83e4b-2a99-258a-6a98-33ce3535cb06" 
 }, 
 "OperationalLimit.OperationalLimitType": { 
  "refId": "_8b32536d-ad1a-cf07-9007-ac2b9a09a5f4" 
 } 
} 
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6.2 ANNEX 2: MAPPING GMT PAYLOAD – PANDAPOWER 
 

Component GmT Payload PandaPower 
General "name": string name = string 
  "Sb (MVA)": float sn_kva = float 
  "f(Hz)": integer f_hz= integer 
  "Substation bus": string -    
Bus "ID Terminal": "BUSX" name = "BUSX" 
  "Latitude": float bus_geodata, y = float 
  "Longitude": float bus_geodata, x = float 
  "Tension (kV)": float vn_kv = float 
  "Phase number": integer - 
  "Phase": string - 
      
Load "ID Load": "LOADX" name = "LOADX" 
  "Bus": string bus = index(BUSX) 
  "Phase number": integer - 
  "Phase": string - 
  "wiring": integer (3 or4) - 
  "Configuration": character (Y or D) type = "wye" 
  "Type": string (PQ, I, Z) const_z_percent=0 
  "measurement" / "Type": "PQ" const_i_percent=0 
  "measurement" /"P(kW)": float p_mw = float 
  "measurement" /"Q(kVAr)": float q_mvar = float 
    sn_mva = 

sqrt(p_mw^2+q_mw^2) 
  "Latitude": float from bus_geodata 
  "Longitude": float from bus_geodata 
      
Capacitor "ID Load": “CAPX” shunt, name = “CAPX” 
  "Bus": string bus = index(BUSX) 
  "Phase number": integer - 
  "Phase": string - 
  "wiring": integer (3 or4) - 
  "Configuration": character (Y or D) - 
  "Type": string (PQ, I, Z) - 
  "measurement" /"Type": "PQ" - 
  "measurement" /"P(kW)": float p_kw = float 
  "measurement" /"Q(kVAr)": float q_kvar = float 
  "Latitude": float from bus_geodata 
  "Longitude": float from bus_geodata 
      
   
   
   
   
Generator "ID Generator": string name = string 
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Component GmT Payload PandaPower 
  "Bus": string bus = index(BUSX) 
  "Phase number": integer - 
  "Phase": string - 
  "wiring": integer (3 or4) - 
  "Configuration": character (Y or D) - 
  "Control type": string, (PV, PQ, I) controllable = true 

vm_pu = 1.0 
  "Rated power (MVA)": float sn_kva =  float 
  "Type": "PQ" - 
  "P(kW)": float p_kw = float 
  "Q(kVAr)": float q_kvar = float 
  "Min Q (MVAr)": float min_q_kvar = float 
  "Max Q (MVAr)": float max_q_kvar = float 
  "Min P (MW)": float min_p_kw = float 
  "Max P (MW)": float max_p_kw = float 
  "Latitude": float from bus_geodata 
  "Longitude": float from bus_geodata 
      
Transformer "ID Transformer": string name = string 
  "Rated power (MVA)": float sn_mva = float 
  "HV Terminal": string hv_bus = index(BUSX) 
  "LV Terminal": string lv_bus = index(BUSY) 
  "HV Voltage (kV)": float vn_hv_kv = float 
  "LV Voltage (kV)": float vn_lv_kv = float 
  "Vector group": string (eg Dyn30, 

YNyn30 etc) 
vector_group = string 

  "Phase shift (*30deg)": integer shift_degree = integer 
  "Resistance R1 (p.u.)": float   
  "Reactance X1 (p.u.)": float   
  Tap   
  "position": integer tap_pos = integer 
  "neutral": integer, tap_neutral = integer 
  "minimum": integer, tap_min = integer 
  "maximum": integer, tap_max = integer 
  "type": string, (eg Asym. Phase shifter) tap_phase_shifter = boolean 
  "control": string, (eg HV side) tap_side = "hv", "lv" 
  "Voltage per Tap (%)": float, tap_step_percent = float 
  "Phase of du (deg)": int (eg 330) tap_step_degree = integer 
  "Copper losses (kW)": float vkr_percent = float/sn_kva 
  "No load losses (kW)": float i0_percent = float/sn_kva 
  "Ucc Voltage (%)": float vk_percent = float 
      
   
   
      
Switch "ID Switch": string name = string 
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Component GmT Payload PandaPower 
  "Terminal i": string bus = index(Bus_x1) 
  "Terminal j": string element = index(Bus_x2) 
  "Closed": boolean closed = true 
      
Line "ID Line": string name = Line_x1 
  "Terminal i": string from_bus = index(BUSX) 
  "Terminal j": string to_bus = index(BUSY) 
  "Cable type": string std_type (string) 
  "R0 (Ohm/km)": float r0_ohm_per_km = float 
  "X0 (Ohm/km)": float x0_ohm_per_km = float 
  "C0 (nF/km)": float c0_nf_per_km = float 
  "R1 (Ohm/km)": float r_ohm_per_km = float 
  "X1 (Ohm/km)": float x_ohm_per_km = float 
  "C1 (nF/km)": float c_nf_per_km = float 
  "Length (km)": float length_km = float 
  "Line type": "OHL", "Cable" type = "ol" 
  "Rated current (A)": float max_i_ka = float 
  "Voltage rated (kV)": float from bus 
  "Phase number": integer from bus 
  "Phase": string - 
  "wiring": integer (3 or4) - 
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6.3 ANNEX 3: MAPPING GMT PAYLOAD – ORES FORMAT 
 

ID Terminal creation from available data: 

• Buses at transformer: 
o LV, 230 V: Transformer ID (Transformer/Cabine) + “_” + “230_0” 
o LV, 400 V: Transformer ID (Transformer/Cabine) + “_” + “400_0” 
o MV: Transformer ID (Transformer/Cabine) + “_” + “MT” 

• Buses within a certain feeder: 
o LV (Example: 46073_AC_2-3A_1) :  

Transformer ID + Feeder ID (LV_Feeders/Feeder) + Index start + “-“ + Index end + sub-
line index 

o MV:  
 “TS_46216” for main transformer at transformer station 
 Transformer ID + “_MT” 

• Load buses (Example: 46073_AD_AC124):  
Transformer ID + ID_Terminal (feeder) + “AC” + Load sequence number 

 

ID Line creation from available data: 

• LV: 
o With distributed loads withing the feeder, creating sub-lines (Example: 46073_AC_0-1_L1) 

Transformer ID + Feeder ID + Index start + “-“ + Index end + sub-line index (Lx) 
o Line to load: lines (Example: 46073_AC_0-1_L1_AC99) 

Line ID + Load sequence number 
 

Component GmT Payload Ores Format 
General "name": “Ores_Grid” -- (custom-defined) 
  "Sb (MVA)": 100 -- (Generic value) 
  "f(Hz)": 50 -- (Standard frequency) 
  "Substation bus": “46095_MT” -- (custom-defined)    
Bus "ID Terminal": "46073_0" ID created from: 

Transformer/Cabine + _ + sequence 
number 

  "Latitude": 0 -- (N/A) 
  "Longitude": 0 -- (N/A) 
  "Tension (kV)": 0.4 / 0.23 / 15 LV nodes: LV_Feeders/Voltage 

MV nodes: HV Cable 
charact/Voltage 

  "Phase number": 3 -- (custom-defined) 
  "Phase": “abcN” -- (custom-defined) 
      
Load "ID Load": "1" LV-customers/Node LV 
  "Bus": “46095_B_AC1” From ID Terminal 
  "Phase number": 3 -- (custom-defined) 
  "Phase": “abc” -- (custom-defined) 
  "wiring": 4 -- (custom-defined) 
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Component GmT Payload Ores Format 
  "Configuration": “Y” -- (custom-defined) 
  "Type": “PQ” -- (custom-defined) 
  "measurement" / "Type": "PQ" -- (custom-defined) 
  "measurement" /"P(kW)": float -- (custom-defined) 
  "measurement" /"Q(kVAr)": float -- (custom-defined) 
    

 

  "Latitude": 0 -- (N/A) 
  "Longitude": 0 -- (N/A) 
   
Generator "ID Generator": string Not defined yet 
  "Bus": string Same as Load 
  "Phase number": 3 Same as Load 
  "Phase": string Same as Load 
  "wiring": integer (3 or4) -- (custom-defined) 
  "Configuration": character (Y or D) -- (custom-defined) 
  "Control type": “PQ” -- (custom-defined) 
  "Rated power (MVA)": float LV-customers/Production (kVA) 
  "Type": "PQ" - 
  "P(kW)": float Integrated in Load measurement 
  "Q(kVAr)": float Integrated in Load measurement 
  "Min Q (MVAr)": float -- (N/A) 
  "Max Q (MVAr)": float -- (N/A) 
  "Min P (MW)": float -- (N/A) 
  "Max P (MW)": float -- (N/A) 
  "Latitude": float -- (N/A) 
  "Longitude": float -- (N/A) 
      
Transformer "ID Transformer": “Trafo_46095” Trafo + Transformer/Cabine 
  "Rated power (MVA)": 0.16 Transformer/Rated Power (MVA) 
  "HV Terminal": “46095_MT” Transformer/Cabine + “MT” 
  "LV Terminal": “46095_400_0” Transformer/Cabine + “400/230” + 

0 
  "HV Voltage (kV)": 15 Transformer/Voltage in HV (kV) 
  "LV Voltage (kV)": 0,4/0,23 Transformer/Voltage in LV (KV) 
  "Vector group": “Dyn11” Transformer/vector_group 
  "Phase shift (*30deg)": 11 From vector_group 
  "Resistance R1 (p.u.)": float -- (Standard value) 
  "Reactance X1 (p.u.)": float -- (Standard value) 
  Tap 

 

  "position": integer -- (N/A) 
  "neutral": integer, -- (N/A) 
  "minimum": integer, -- (N/A) 
  "maximum": integer, -- (N/A) 
  "type": string, (eg Asym. Phase 

shifter) 
-- (N/A) 

  "control": string, (eg HV side) -- (N/A) 
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Component GmT Payload Ores Format 
  "Voltage per Tap (%)": float, -- (N/A) 
  "Phase of du (deg)": int (eg 330) -- (N/A) 
  "Copper losses (kW)": 0 -- (Standard value) 
  "No load losses (kW)": 0 -- (Standard value) 
  "Ucc Voltage (%)":4.15 Transformer/Ucc (%) 
   
Line "ID Line": “46073_AC_0-1_L1_AC51” See description above 
  "Terminal i": 46073_AC_0-1_1 See description above 
  "Terminal j": 46073_AC_AC51 See description above 
  "Cable type": string -- (Standard value) 
  "R0 (Ohm/km)": float -- (Standard value) 
  "X0 (Ohm/km)": float -- (Standard value) 
  "C0 (nF/km)": float -- (Standard value) 
  "R1 (Ohm/km)": float -- (Standard value) 
  "X1 (Ohm/km)": float -- (Standard value) 
  "C1 (nF/km)": float -- (Standard value) 
  "Length (km)": float LV_Feeders/Length (m)  

HV Cable charact/Cable Length 
  "Line type": "OHL", "Cable" -- (Standard value) 
  "Rated current (A)": float -- (Standard value) 
  "Voltage rated (kV)": float -- (Standard value) 
  "Phase number": integer -- (Standard value) 
  "Phase": string -- (Standard value) 
  "wiring": 4 -- (custom-defined) 
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